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Abstract: Delta-like-ligand 4 (DLL4) is a promising target to augment the effects of VEGF inhibitors. 14 

A simultaneous blockade of VEGF/VEGFR and DLL4/Notch signaling pathways leads to more potent 15 
anti-cancer effects by synergistic anti-angiogenic mechanisms in xenograft models. A bispecific 16 
antibody targeting VEGF and DLL4 (ABL001/NOV1501/TR009) demonstrates more potent in vitro and 17 
in vivo biological activity compared to VEGF or DLL4 targeting monoclonal antibodies alone, and is 18 
currently being evaluated in a phase 1 clinical study of heavy chemotherapy or targeted therapy 19 
pretreated cancer patients (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT03292783). However, the effects of a 20 
combination of ABL001 and chemotherapy on tumor vessels and tumors are not known. Hence, effects 21 
of ABL001, with or without paclitaxel and irinotecan were evaluated in human gastric or colon cancer 22 
xenograft models. The combination treatment synergistically inhibited tumor progression compared 23 
to each monotherapy. More tumor vessel regression and apoptotic tumor cell induction were observed 24 
in tumors treated with the combination therapy, which might be due to tumor vessel normalization. 25 
Overall, these findings suggest that the combination therapy of ABL001 with paclitaxel or irinotecan 26 
would be a better clinical strategy for the treatment of cancer patients. 27 
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1. Introduction 30 

Tumor angiogenesis, the formation of new blood vessels in solid tumors, plays an important role 31 
in tumor cell survival, growth, and metastasis[1]. A major driving force of tumor angiogenesis is the 32 
signaling pathway involving vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and its receptors (VEGFRs)[2].  33 
Several angiogenesis inhibitors, including antibodies and small molecule compounds targeting the 34 
VEGF/VEGFR signaling pathway have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), 35 
and used for the treatment of many different types of cancers[3]. VEGF/VEGFR blockade can inhibit 36 
VEGF-driven tumor angiogenesis, and the regression of tumor vessels is dependent on the VEGF 37 
signaling pathway. However, VEGF inhibitors alone are not capable of destroying all tumor blood 38 
vessels. In addition, preclinical studies indicate that VEGF inhibitors alone resulted in an increasingly 39 
aggressive and invasive pattern of tumors[4]. In addition, some cancer patients are refractory to anti-40 
VEGF therapy, hence, next generation angiogenesis inhibitors are being sought to augment the effects 41 
of VEGF inhibitors[5-7]. 42 
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The DLL4/Notch signaling pathway can be a promising target of the next angiogenesis inhibitors, 43 
as this pathway regulates tumor angiogenesis with a different mechanism of action compared to that 44 
of the VEGF inhibitors[8-10]. Several preclinical xenograft studies have demonstrated that DLL4/Notch 45 
blockade inhibited tumor progression by promoting hyperproliferation of endothelial cells, which 46 
resulted in an increase in vascular density and a decrease in functional tumor vasculature[9-15]. 47 
DLL4/Notch inhibition is also known to reduce the number cancer stem cells (CSCs), which are an 48 
important cancer cell population responsible for malignancy[16]. ABL001 is a bispecific antibody, that 49 
simultaneously targets both DLL4 and VEGF, by linking each C-terminal of an anti-VEGF antibody 50 
(bevacizumab-similar) with a DLL4-binding single-chain Fv (scFv)[17,18]. In previous studies, ABL001 51 
has demonstrated anti-cancer effects with a higher potency in several human cancer xenograft models 52 
compared to that shown by the VEGF-targeting antibody (bevacizumab-similar) and the DLL4-53 
targeting monoclonal antibody alone[18,19]. 54 

The safety and tolerability of ABL001 in cancer patients is now being evaluated in a phase 1 dose 55 
escalation study. The study was designed in a classical 3+3 dose-escalation schema where ABL001 is 56 
administered by IV across 9 dose cohorts ranging from 0.3, 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 12.5, 15, to 17.5 mg/kg 57 
biweekly[20]. No dose-limiting toxicity (DLT) was observed during the final cohort dose (17.5 mg/kg), 58 
and the maximum tolerated dose (MTD) was not reached. The most common treatment-related adverse 59 
events (AEs) (including all dose levels and all grades) were hypertension, anemia, anorexia, general 60 
weakness, and headache; however, they were well managed for all cohorts. Although the current phase 61 
1 trial of monotherapy of ABL001 is ongoing, further clinical studies should be performed in 62 
combination with chemotherapy after selection of optimal anti-cancer agents and cancer types. The 63 
effects of a combination of ABL001 with chemotherapy on tumors and tumor blood vessels have not 64 
been fully studied. In this report, the in vivo anti-cancer effects of ABL001 with chemotherapy were 65 
evaluated in human gastric and colon cancer xenograft models, and were compared to each 66 
monotherapy alone.  67 

2. Results 68 

2.1. Suppression of Tumor Progression in Various Cancer Xenograft Models by ABL001 69 

To confirm the effects of ABL001 on tumor progression, and to select the appropriate xenograft 70 
models for testing a combination treatment of ABL001 with chemotherapy, we evaluated the anti-71 
cancer effects of ABL001 using several human gastric cancer (NUGC-3, MKN45, and SNU16 for 72 
mABL001, and GAPF006 for ABL001) xenograft models (Figure 1A), and human colon cancer (Colo205, 73 
WiDr, SW48, and SW620 for mABL001) xenograft models (Figure 1B). In the case of general xenograft 74 
models using human cancer cell lines, we used the mouse surrogate version of ABL001 (mABL001: 75 
binding to human VEGF and mouse DLL4) for the studies, as DLL4 is expressed by mouse endothelial 76 
cells involving tumor angiogenesis in tumor xenografts[18]. However, we used ABL001 in a patient-77 
derived xenograft (PDX) model using GAPF006, which mimics human tumor microenvironment from 78 
patients. Both bispecific antibodies, mABL001 and ABL001, inhibited tumor progression in the tested 79 
xenograft models at doses ranging from 1 to 6.5 mg/kg (Figure 1). The anti-cancer effects of mABL001 80 
or ABL001 monotherapy were calculated as %TGI ranging from 27.4% to 57.2%, depending on, the 81 
doses of mABL001 or ABL001 and cancer cell lines in xenograft models (Table 1). We focused on the 82 
dose level of ABL001 showing %TGI50 (50% tumor growth inhibition ratio) in each xenograft model 83 
because the dose of ABL001 and the xenograft model would be used for the combination therapy with 84 
paclitaxel or irinotecan. Based on the results from the dose range-finding studies, we selected GAPF001 85 
gastric PDX, and SW48 or SW620 colon cancer xenograft models to address the efficacy of the 86 
combination treatment. 87 
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Figure 1. ABL001 strongly inhibited tumor progression of various human gastric and colon cancer 89 
xenograft models. Tumor size was measured twice per week and compared between vehicle (closed 90 
circle) and ABL001 (closed triangle) in human gastric cancer (NUGC-3, MKN45, SNU16 for mABL001, 91 
and human patient-derived gastric cancer GAPF006 for ABL001) xenograft model (A) and human colon 92 
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cancer (Colo205, WiDr, SW48, SW620 for mABL001) xenograft model (B). ABL001 treatment 93 
significantly delayed tumor progression in different cancer xenograft models compared to control group 94 
of vehicle treatment. Error bars: mean ± SEM. 95 

Table 1. Summarized information of animal studies using human gastric and colon cancer xenograft 96 
models. 97 

Cancer 

type 

Cancer Cell 

line 

Dose 

(mg/kg) 

Treatment 

Schedule 

Animal 

Number 

(N/group) 

%TGI 
P 

value 

Gastric 

NUGC-3 1 

Biweekly 

11 27.4 0.0275 

MKN45 1.25 10 30.0 0.0378 

SNU16 3.25 12 52.2 0.0010 

GAPF006 6.5 10 53.3 0.0051 

Colon 

SW48 1.25 

Biweekly 

10 55.5 0.0264 

SW620 2 6 49.7 0.0224 

colo205 3.25 8 57.2 0.0177 

WiDr 6.5 9 38.8 0.0131 

GAPF006, gastric patient-derived xenograft model; %TGI = tumor growth inhibition; p value: Student’s t-test 98 

2.2. Synergistic Suppression on Tumor Progression by Combination Therapy 99 

To determine whether the combination treatment of ABL001 with chemotherapy suppressed 100 
tumor progression with a higher strength as compared to that of each monotherapy, we evaluated the 101 
anti-cancer effects of the combination therapy using xenograft models compared to ABL001 or 102 
chemotherapy alone (Figure 2).  In this study, we tested paclitaxel as chemotherapy in combination 103 
with ABL001 in gastric GAPF006 PDX (human gastric origin) xenograft, and irinotecan with mABL001 104 
in SW48 or SW620 human colon tumor xenografts. In the gastric PDX model, the combination of 105 
paclitaxel and ABL001 demonstrated the most potent inhibition of tumor progression (74.75% TGI 106 
compared to 40.33% TGI in the paclitaxel-treated group and 46.20% TGI in the ABL001-treated group) 107 
(Figure 2A). Similarly, the combination of irinotecan with mABL001 suppressed tumor progression of 108 
SW48 and SW620 human colon cancer xenografts more potently compared to that by irinotecan or 109 
mABL001 alone (Figure 2B and C). At the endpoint of the SW48 xenograft study, the combination of 110 
irinotecan and mABL001 demonstrated 77.7% TGI, which was significantly different from the %TGI of, 111 
the vehicle (p < 0.0001) group and irinotecan (p < 0.005) or mABL001 alone (p < 0.05) (Figure 2B). In the 112 
case of the SW620 xenograft model (human colon cancer), the combination treatment of irinotecan and 113 
mABL001 also exhibited the most potent anti-cancer effect (94.47% TGI) on tumor progression in the 114 
SW620 xenograft (Figure 2C). 115 
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Figure 2. ABL001 in combination with chemotherapy with paclitaxel or irinotecan, synergistically 117 
inhibited tumor progression in human gastric PDX and colon cancer xenograft models. In GAPF006 118 
human gastric PDX model (A), mice were treated with vehicle (closed circle, black), paclitaxel alone 119 
(closed rectangle, green), ABL001 (closed triangle, blue), or combination of ABL001 and paclitaxel 120 
(closed reverse triangle, red). Compared to vehicle, each treatment group inhibited tumor progression 121 
(40.33% TGI in paclitaxel, 46.20% TGI in ABL001, and 74.75% TGI in the combination treatment). In the 122 
studies using SW48 (B) and SW620 (C) colon cancer xenograft models, mice were treated with vehicle 123 
(closed circle, black), irinotecan alone (closed rectangle, green), mABL001 (closed triangle, blue), or 124 
combination of mABL001 and irinotecan (closed reverse triangle, red). In case of both colon cancer 125 
xenograft models, the combination treatment of mABL001 and irinotecan showed the most potent 126 
effects on tumor progression (77.7% TGI in SW48 and 94.47% TGI in SW620 xenograft models). Each 127 
line represents the average tumor volume (mm3) of each treatment group ± SEM. *p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; 128 
*** p < 0.001;**** p < 0.0001 by Tukey’s test. 129 

2.3. More Potent Regression of Tumor Vessels by Combination Therapy 130 

In order to evaluate the effects of the combination therapy on tumor blood vessels in xenograft 131 
models, the tumor vessels of SW620 tumor sections were analyzed using immunohistochemical 132 
staining for CD31 and VEGFR-2. Fluorescence microscopy images revealed that CD31-positive staining 133 
was localized to the vascular endothelial cells in the tumors (Figure 3A). The tumor vessel densities 134 
positive for CD31 in SW620 tumors treated with vehicle, irinotecan, mABL001, and combination were 135 
0.71 ± 0.05%, 0.48 ± 0.03%, 0.36 ± 0.03% and 0.18 ± 0.01%, respectively (Figure 3B). The percentage 136 
positive area for CD31 in the combination was significantly lower than that of irinotecan or mABL001 137 
alone.  The area density of CD31-positive vessels in irinotecan-treated tumors was decreased by 32.4% 138 
and the density in mABL001-treated tumors was decreased by 49.3%, compared to the vehicle-treated 139 
group. However, the density of CD31-positive tumor vessels in the combination treatment decreased 140 
by 74.6% compared to the vehicle group (Figure 3B). VEGFR-2 was also strongly expressed on the 141 
endothelial cell membrane and cytoplasm in SW620 tumors (Figure 3A). The area densities of VEGFR-142 
2-positive tumor vessels in the four groups were 0.65 ± 0.06%, 0.43 ± 0.04%, 0.23 ± 0.02%, and 0.13 ± 143 
0.02%, respectively (Figure 3C). Compared to the vehicle-treated group, VEGFR-2-positive tumor 144 
vessels were reduced by 33.8% in the irinotecan-treated group, by 64.6% in the mABL001-treated group, 145 
and by 80% in the combination treatment group (Figure 3C). Based on the comparison of relative 146 
reduced levels between CD31-positive vessels with VEGFR-2-positive vessels in each tumor, VEGFR-2 147 
expression was more reduced in tumor blood vessels compared to CD31 expression after VEGF 148 
blockade, mABL001 treatment, or the combination treatment (Figure 3B and 3C). 149 
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Figure 3. Combination therapy more potently regressed tumor blood vessels in SW620 xenograft 151 
model. Representative immunofluorescence images (A) show the tumor vasculature in SW620 tumor 152 
tissues stained for CD31, a generally conserved endothelial cell marker (green) and VEGFR-2 (red) with 153 
DAPI (blue). Most tumor blood vessels in vehicle group were stained and colocalized with both 154 
markers, CD31 and VEGFR-2. The area densities of CD31 (B) and VEGFR-2 (C) positive vessels were 155 
measured in each group. After irinotecan treatment, CD31 or VEGFR-2 positive tumor blood vessels 156 
were slightly regressed compared to vehicle treatment. However, after mABL001 or the combination 157 
treatment of mABL001 and irinotecan, CD31 and VEGFR-2 positive tumor vessels were significantly 158 
reduced (B, C). VEGFR-2 expression reduced more rapidly on tumor vessels. Scale bar indicates 200 µm. 159 
Error bars: mean ± SEM. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; **** p < 0.0001 by Kruskal-wallis test. 160 

2.4. Decrease of DLL4 Expression on Tumor Vessels by Combination Therapy 161 

DLL4 is expressed by tumor endothelial cells to regulate tumor angiogenesis, and by some tumor 162 
cells to maintain cancer stemness[9,10,16]. To address whether treatment with irinotecan, mABL001, or 163 
their combination affects DLL4 expression in tumors of xenograft models, DLL4 expression was 164 
examined using immunohistochemical staining using SW620 tumor sections from each group (Figure 165 
4). DLL4 was mainly expressed on tumor blood vessels rather than tumor cells in this xenograft tumor, 166 
and colocalized with CD31-positive tumor vessels (Figure 4A). The area densities of DLL4-positive 167 
tumor vessels were 0.40 ± 0.03% in vehicle, 0.24 ± 0.03% in irinotecan, 0.11 ± 0.02% in mABL001, and 168 
0.05 ± 0.01% in the combination treatment group, respectively (Figure 4B). DLL4-positive tumor vessels 169 
were significantly reduced in the combination group compared to other groups. Compared to the 170 
vehicle group, DLL4-positive tumor vessels were reduced by 40% in the irinotecan group, by 72.5% in 171 
the mABL001 group, and by 87.5% in the combination group (Figure 4B). Similar to VEGFR-2 172 
expression in tumor vessels, DLL4 expression was markedly reduced in tumor vessels compared to 173 
CD31 after treatment with mABL001 or the combination, rather than treatment with irinotecan alone 174 
(Figure 4B). Such rapid reduction of DLL4 expression after mABL001 caused some tumor vessels to be 175 
stained only by CD31 but not by DLL4 (arrows in Figure 4A). 176 
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Figure 4. ABL001 significantly reduced DLL4 expression in tumor blood vessels. Representative 178 
immunofluorescence images (A) indicate the tumor vasculature in SW620 tumor tissues stained for 179 
CD31 (green) and DLL4 (red). The bottom figures (A) are magnified images of the dotted region of the 180 
combination treatment of mABL001 and irinotecan. The left image was shown only by red channel 181 
whereas the right one was shown by merged channels (red and green). Similar to VEGFR-2, DLL4 was 182 
stained and colocalized on CD31 positive tumor blood vessels. The area density of DLL4 (B) positive 183 
vessels was measured in tumors of each group. Compared to vehicle or irinotecan treatment, DLL4 184 
positive tumor vessels were significantly reduced in tumors after mABL001 or the combination 185 
treatment. Some tumor vessels were stained only for CD31 but not for DLL4, after mABL001 or the 186 
combination treatment group (arrows and dotted box in A). Scale bar indicates 50 µm in the bottom two 187 
images and 100 µm in the other images. Error bars: mean ± SEM. * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; **** p < 0.0001 by 188 
Kruskal-wallis test. 189 

2.5. Increase of Tumor Apoptosis by Combination Therapy 190 

Since the combination treatment of mABL001 with irinotecan showed more potent anti-cancer 191 
effects on tumor progression, and anti-angiogenic effects on tumor vessels, the effects of the 192 
combination therapy on tumor cells were analyzed by immunohistochemical staining for activated 193 
caspase-3, an apoptotic cell marker. Immunofluorescence imaging revealed that activated caspase-3 194 
was largely stained in the tumor cell nuclei rather than in the tumor endothelial cell nuclei in the tumor 195 
sections (Figure 5A). The area densities of activated caspase-3/DAPI positive cells were 5.16 ± 0.74 % in 196 
the vehicle-treated group, 7.92 ± 1.05 % in the irinotecan-treated group, 8.92 ± 1.65 % in mABL001-197 
treated group, and 10.87 ± 1.78 % in the combination group (Figure 5B). The level of apoptotic tumor 198 
cells was significantly increased in the tumor sections after the combination treatment compared with 199 
the other groups. Such a potent increase in tumor cell apoptosis by the combination treatment might 200 
be due to direct cytotoxic effects of irinotecan against highly proliferating tumor cells together with the 201 
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anti-angiogenic effects of mABL001, a bispecific antibody binding against dual antigens, VEGF and 202 
mouse DLL4. The results suggest that the combination treatment of ABL001 with chemotherapy might 203 
provide better clinical benefits for cancer patients in clinical trials than ABL001 monotherapy. 204 

 205 

Figure 5. Combination therapy markedly increased apoptotic tumor cells in SW620 xenograft model.  206 
Representative immunofluorescence images (A) reveal apoptotic cells stained for activated caspase-3 207 
(green) with DAPI (blue) in SW620 tumor tissues. The area densities of activated caspase-3-positive 208 
apoptotic cells were measured in each group (B). Apoptotic cells in tumors were marginally increased 209 
after irinotecan or mABL001 treatment, but the increase was not significant compared to vehicle 210 
treatment. However, the combination treatment of mABL001 and irinotecan markedly increased the 211 
apoptotic cell population in tumors. Scale bar indicates 50 µm. Error bars: mean ± SEM. * p < 0.05; ** p < 212 
0.01; **** p < 0.0001 by Kruskal-wallis test. 213 

3. Discussion 214 

ABL001 (NOV1501/TR009), a bispecific antibody targeting VEGF and DLL4, is being developed as 215 
an anti-angiogenic cancer therapeutic that strengthens the effects of VEGF inhibitors and eventually 216 
overcomes resistance to anti-VEGF therapy[11,14,15,18]. ABL001 demonstrated more potent anti-217 
angiogenic and anti-cancer effects in vitro and in vivo, as compared to the VEGF-targeting or the DLL4-218 
targeting monoclonal antibodies alone, in various assay systems[18,19]. Based on the overall results of 219 
preclinical studies, the safety and tolerability of ABL001 is currently being tested with cancer patients 220 
previously treated heavily with chemotherapy or targeted therapy[20]. Other approved anti-angiogenic 221 
antibody therapeutics including bevacizumab, an antagonist of the VEGF ligand (VEGF-A: Avastin® ), 222 
and ramucirumab, an antagonist of the VEGF receptor (VEGFR-2: Cyramza® ), are generally used in a 223 
combination regimen with chemotherapy to treat cancer patients, providing more efficacious 224 
therapeutic options for cancer patients[3,21]. Anti-VEGF therapy is known to normalize tumor blood 225 
vessels, leading to more efficient delivery of cytotoxic anti-cancer agents into tumor tissues[22,23], 226 
hence most anti-VEGF therapy are used in the clinic in combination with chemotherapy[3,21]. Not only 227 
VEGF but DLL4 is also known to impair efficient delivery of anti-cancer drugs, and to enhance 228 
chemoresistance in pancreatic cancer model, due to induction of defective tumor angiogenesis[24]. 229 
However, little is known about the effects of a combination of ABL001, targeting dual antigens VEGF 230 
and DLL4, and chemotherapy on tumor vessels and tumor cells in xenograft models compared to each 231 
monotherapy alone. In this study, we evaluated the anti-angiogenic and anti-cancer effects of the 232 
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combination treatment of ABL001 with paclitaxel or irinotecan in human gastric and colon cancer 233 
xenograft models.  234 

The combination treatment of ABL001 with paclitaxel or irinotecan demonstrated more potent 235 
inhibition of tumor progression in these xenograft models, which is consistent with the previous report 236 
of the study collaborator[19]. Such potent anti-cancer effects of the combination therapy might be 237 
related to more significantly regressed tumor blood vessels, as compared to monotherapy with ABL001 238 
or chemotherapy alone. Eventually, these anti-angiogenic and anti-cancer effects increased the 239 
apoptotic tumor status in the tumors post the combination treatment of ABL001 and chemotherapy. 240 
The underlying molecular mechanisms of action of the potent anti-cancer effects of ABL001 with 241 
chemotherapy might be due to the optimal combination effects of cytotoxic activity on tumor cells by 242 
paclitaxel or irinotecan together with more potent anti-angiogenic activity on tumor endothelial cells 243 
by ABL001, a VEGF and DLL4 dual inhibitor. Moreover because the VEGF-binding part of ABL001 is 244 
composed of the same IgG backbone and sequence as bevacizumab, ABL001 may have similar activity 245 
and function as bevacizumab in tumor vessels, resulting in more effective delivery of anti-cancer agents 246 
such as paclitaxel or irinotecan.  247 

Based on the results of immunohistochemical analysis of tumor blood vessels, the expression levels 248 
of VEGFR-2 and DLL4, dual targets of ABL001, were markedly reduced in tumor endothelial cells after 249 
ABL001 treatment compared to that of CD31, a conventional endothelial cell marker. These findings 250 
are consistent with the previous results that VEGF blockade downregulates the levels of its receptor, 251 
VEGFR-2, and of DLL4 on endothelial cells[25,26]. Therefore, these results strongly support that the 252 
VEGF/VEGFR signaling pathway interacts with the DLL4/Notch signaling pathway in the tumor 253 
vasculature[26]. 254 

In addition to the cytotoxic anti-cancer agents, tumor vessel normalization by anti-VEGF therapy 255 
is also able to provide a better infiltration of immune cells including cytotoxic T cells into tumor 256 
tissues[27]. These reports suggest that anti-VEGF therapy can be the best option for combination 257 
therapy with immune check point inhibitors for non-responsive cancer patients, due to the lack of 258 
immune cells in the tumors, which are so called ‘cold tumors’ or ‘non-inflamed tumors’. Indeed, a 259 
number of clinical studies for combination trials using anti-VEGF therapy with immune checkpoint 260 
inhibitors are ongoing for various cancer types[28]. During the past 2 years, 114 new combination 261 
regimens of VEGF and immune checkpoint inhibitors entered into clinical studies[29,30]. Among the 262 
large number of clinical studies, the FDA has approved several combination regimens of VEGF and 263 
immune checkpoint inhibitors, such as atezolizumab (an antagonist of PD-L1, Tecentriq® ) plus 264 
bevacizumab with carboplatin and paclitaxel for the treatment of non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), 265 
avelumab (an antagonist of PD-L1, Bavencio® ) plus axitinib (AG013736, a small molecule inhibitor of 266 
VEGFR tyrosine kinase, Inlyta® ), and pembrolizumab (an antagonist of PD-1, Keytruda® ) plus axitinib 267 
for the treatment of advanced renal carcinoma[31-33]. Recently, another combination regimen of 268 
atezolizumab plus bevacizumab was approved for the treatment hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) as a 269 
first line therapeutic option[34]. In this point of view, the results obtained in the current study imply 270 
that ABL001 may be another promising partner for combination therapy with immune checkpoint 271 
inhibitors, through facilitation of immune cell infiltration via dual blockade of VEGF and DLL4[22-24]. 272 

Currently, ABL001 is being tested for its safety, tolerability, and efficacy in phase 1 clinical studies 273 
with heavily pre-treated metastatic cancer patients. ABL001 has been well tolerated and no DLT is 274 
observed during dose escalation up to the final cohort, with manageable adverse effects generally 275 
exhibited by anti-cancer antibody therapeutics[20]. After the current dose escalation study of ABL001, 276 
further clinical development is scheduled to evaluate the efficacy of ABL001 in combination with 277 
chemotherapy. In conclusion, the results of this study provide important information for the clinical 278 
study design and plan for the combination treatment of ABL001 with chemotherapy.   279 

4. Materials and Methods 280 
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4.1. Antibodies and compounds 281 

A human version of ABL001 bispecific antibody (ABL001) was produced under Good 282 
Manufacturing Practices (GMP) regulation by Bi-Nex (Yeonsu-Gu Incheon, South Korea), and a mouse 283 
version of ABL001 bispecific antibody (mABL001) was produced by ABL Bio Inc., R&D Center 284 
(Gyeonggi-do, South Korea), as described in a previous report[18]. Paclitaxel and irinotecan HCl were 285 
purchased from Hanmi Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd. (Seoul, South Korea). 286 

4.2. Cancer cell lines and culture  287 

Human gastric cancer cell lines, MKN45 (KCLB No.80103) and SNU-16 (KCLB No.00016) were 288 
purchased from KCLB (Korea Cell Line Bank, Seoul, South Korea), and NUGC-3 (JCRB0822) was 289 
obtained from JCRB (JCRB Cell Bank, Ibaraki, Japan). Human colon cancer cell lines, Colo205 (CCL-290 
222), WiDr (CCL-218), and SW48 (CCL-231) were purchased from ATCC (American Type Culture 291 
Collection, Manassas, VA, USA). GAPF006 gastric cancer patient-derived tissues and SW620 human 292 
colon cancer cell line (LIDE, Shanghai, China) were also used for in vivo mouse xenograft studies. 293 
DMEM/F12, RPMI-1640, Leibovitz's L-15, PBS, fetal bovine serum, 0.05% trypsin-EDTA, and antibiotic-294 
antimycotic were purchased from Gibco (Carlsbad, CA, USA). Colo205, MKN45, SNU16, and NUGC-295 
3 cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 culture medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum, and antibiotic-296 
antimycotic (1X).  SW48 cells were cultured in DMEM/F12 culture medium containing 10% fetal bovine 297 
serum and antibiotic-antimycotic (1X). Colo205, MKN45, SNU16, NUGC-3, and SW48 cells were 298 
cultured in an incubator at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 and 95% air. SW620 cells 299 
were cultured in Leibovitz's L-15 medium containing 10% fetal bovine serum in an incubator at 37°C 300 
in a free gas exchange with atmospheric air.  301 

4.3. Animals 302 

Eight-week-old female BALB/c nu/nu mice (Orient Bio Inc., Gyeonggi-do, South Korea) were used 303 
for the efficacy tests in Colo205, WiDr, MKN45, and SNU16 xenograft models, eight-week-old female 304 
CB17 SCID (Envigo, Indianapolis, IN, USA) were used for the efficacy tests in the SW48 xenograft 305 
model, and eight-week-old female BALB/c nu/nu mice (Beijing Vital River Laboratory Animal 306 
Technology Co., Ltd, Beijing, China) were used for the efficacy tests in the SW620 xenograft model and 307 
human gastric PDX (Patient-Derived Xenograft) model (LIDE). All animal experiments were approved 308 
by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). Mice were maintained in a controlled 309 
environment (12-h light-dark cycle; temperature, 20–22°C; 50%–60% humidity), and ad libitum access 310 
to food and water. 311 

4.4. Animal studies 312 

To evaluate the in vivo efficacy of mABL001, MKN45, SNU16, and NUGC-3 human gastric cancer 313 
cells (5 × 106 cells/head) or Colo205, SW48, and WiDr human colon cancer cells (5 × 106 cells/head) were 314 
implanted in the flank of BALB/c nu/nu mice or CB17 SCID mice. When the tumors had grown to an 315 
average volume of 150-200 mm3, the mice were divided into homogenous groups (6-12 mice/group), 316 
and treated with an intraperitoneal injection mABL001 (1.25 mg/kg or 2 mg/kg or 3.25 mg/kg or 6.5 317 
mg/kg), or ABL001 (GAPF006 PDX model, 6.5 mg/kg) twice per week. To evaluate the in vivo efficacy 318 
of mABL001 with chemotherapy, tumor growth was measured after treatment with the mouse version, 319 
mABL001 in SW48 or SW620 human colorectal cancer xenograft models, with or without irinotecan (20 320 
or 40 mg/kg), respectively. BALB/c nu/nu mice were injected subcutaneously in the flank region with 321 
SW620 cells (5 × 106 cells/head) in 0.1 mL of HBSS or GAPF006 tumor tissue fragments (9 mm3, 322 
approximately 50–90 mg), and CB17 SCID mice were injected subcutaneously in the flank region with 323 
SW48 cells (5 × 106 cells/head). When the tumors had grown to an average volume of 150-200 mm3, the 324 
mice were divided into homogenous groups (7-10 mice/group). GAPF06 PDX model treated ABL001 325 
(3.25 mg/kg) twice per week, and paclitaxel (15 mg/kg) was administered with an intraperitoneal 326 
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injection once a week for 3 weeks. SW620 xenograft model treated mABL001 (2 mg/kg) twice per week, 327 
and irinotecan (40 mg/kg) were administered with an intraperitoneal injection once a week for 3 weeks. 328 

Tumor size was measured twice per week using a caliper, and then calculated using the formula, 329 
(length) × (width)2 × 0.5. When the average tumor size of the control group reached 2,000 mm3, the 330 
treatment was stopped and the mice were sacrificed to measure the tumor weight and 331 
immunofluorescence analysis was performed (SW620 xenograft model). The efficacy was expressed as 332 
tumor growth inhibition [%TGI (median volume of treated tumors/median volume of control tumors) 333 
× 100]. Some mice were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS for further immunofluorescence 334 
analysis of tumors. 335 

4.5. Immunofluorescence staining analysis 336 

To investigate whether mABL001 affects tumor angiogenesis and tumor cell survival, SW620 337 
tumor sections were analyzed by immunofluorescence staining. For immunofluorescence staining 338 
analysis, SW620 tumors were removed from mice after cardiac perfusion and then embedded in OCT 339 
solution (Cat#3801480; Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) to produce frozen tumor blocks. The frozen tumors 340 
were sectioned (4-µm; Leica CM3050S; Leica) and permeabilized with washing buffer (PBS containing 341 
0.03% Triton X-100) for 10 min, then blocked with 5% normal goat serum (Cat#S-1000; Vector 342 
Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) or horse serum (Cat#16050122; Gibco) in the washing buffer. 343 
Tumor vessels were stained with rat anti-mouse CD31 (1:100, Cat# 553370; BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, 344 
USA) and goat anti-mouse VEGFR-2 antibody (1:100, Cat# AF644; R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, 345 
USA), respectively. Apoptotic cells in the tumors were stained with rabbit anti-mouse/human activated 346 
caspase-3 antibody (1:200, Cat# AF835; R&D Systems). DLL4 levels were detected with goat anti-mouse 347 
DLL4 antibody (1:100, Cat# AF1389; R&D Systems), which is cross-reactive (about 50%) with human 348 
DLL4. After being washed three times, the sections were stained for each secondary antibody, Alexa-349 
568-conjugated goat anti-rat IgG (1:250, Cat# A11077), donkey anti-goat IgG (1:250, Cat# A11057), 350 
Alexa-488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (1:500, Cat# A11008), or donkey anti-rat (1:500 or 1:250, Cat# 351 
A21208), all from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA).  Stained tumors were mounted with 352 
Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) containing DAPI (4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole), and digital images 353 
of the tumors were captured using a Zeiss fluorescence microscope (Axio observer.7, Carl Zeiss, 354 
Oberkochen, Germany) with a camera (Axiocam, Carl Zeiss). Digital fluorescence images were 355 
analyzed using a Zeiss analysis software program (ZEN 2.6, Carl Zeiss). 356 

4.6. Statistics  357 

Graph creation and statistical analysis were performed using GraphPad Prism (GraphPad 358 
software Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) version 8.4.3. Values were expressed as the means ± SEM. Normality 359 
of data was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test or Anderson-Darling test. Comparison between two 360 
groups were performed using the Student’s t-test. Multiple group comparisons were made parametric 361 
one-way ANOVA followed post hoc test (Tukey’s test, p < 0.0001, p < 0.001, p < 0.01, p < 0.05 values 362 
were considered as significant). The nonparametric Kruskal-wallis test was used for the other cases.  363 
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Abbreviations 374 
DLL4 Delta-like-ligand 4 

VEGF Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor 

VEGFR Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Receptor 

FDA Food and Drug Administration 

PDX Patient-Derived Xenograft 

scFv Single-chain Fv 

IV Intravenous 

MTD Maximum Tolerated Dose 

DLT Dose-limiting Toxicity 

AEs Adverse Events 

SD Stable Disease 

PR Partial Response 

%TGI % Tumor Growth Inhibition 

IACUC Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 

HCC Hepatocellular Carcinoma 

NSCLC Non-Small Cell Lung Cancer 
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